
Freaky Deaky Festival returns to Austin and
Offers Promo Code EDMLORD

Freaky Deaky 2024

Freaky Deaky Festival 2024 returns to

Austin, TX this October. Tickets on sale

now, use Promo Code "EDMLORD" for

savings. Lineup announcement coming

soon!

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- ¿As the fall

season approaches, music enthusiasts

and Halloween aficionados alike

eagerly anticipate the return of Freaky

Deaky Festival to Texas. This Halloween

festival is known for its electrifying

atmosphere and top-tier EDM

performances, promises two days of

good music and entertainment at the

Travis County Exposition Center in

Austin, TX, this October.

Freaky Deaky Festival has firmly

entrenched itself as a cherished tradition within the EDM community, drawing attendees from

near and far to partake in its unique blend of music, creativity, and Halloween revelry. This year's

installment is poised to surpass all expectations, with organizers promising a lineup of

Freaky Deaky Festival: where

community, creativity, and

EDM collide! Use code

'EDMLORD' for savings. Let's

get freaky in Austin this

October!”

EDM LORD

exceptional talent and immersive experiences.

In keeping with tradition, Halloween spirit permeates every

corner of the event, with attendees encouraged to unleash

their creativity and don their most imaginative costumes.

Whether you're a seasoned raver or a newcomer to the

scene, Freaky Deaky Festival offers something for everyone

to enjoy.

As preparations for the festival kick into high gear,

http://www.einpresswire.com


Freaky Deaky

Freaky Deaky Lineup 2023

organizers are hard at work ensuring

that every detail is meticulously

planned and executed. From stage

production to logistics, the Freaky

Deaky team is dedicated to providing

attendees with an unparalleled

experience from start to finish.

Tickets for Freaky Deaky Festival 2024

are available now, with fans

encouraged to take advantage of early

bird pricing and exclusive promotions.

The Freaky Deaky Festival Discount

Code is "EDMLORD".

While the festival's lineup remains a

closely guarded secret, excitement

continues to build as anticipation

mounts for what promises to be an

unforgettable weekend of music,

celebration, and Halloween magic.

In conclusion, Freaky Deaky Festival

2024 stands poised to captivate

audiences with its electrifying blend of

EDM, creativity, and Halloween

festivities. As the countdown to

October begins, music lovers across

Texas and beyond eagerly await the

opportunity to immerse themselves in

the magic of this iconic event.

Ticket Link

Freaky Deaky Festival Promo Code:

EDMLORD
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